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Stress
MAX CURRENTIf maximum stress is exceeded, character 

must do one of the following until the source 
of the stress is removed: (1) lash out, (2) flee, 
or (3) freeze.

Skills

Inventory

Academic
Acrobatics
Animals
Arcana 
Artistry
Commune

Courtier
Folklore
Guile
Insight
Perception
Physique

Presence
Stealth
Survival
Tactics
Tinker
Weaponry

Rank 1 = Trained
Rank 2 = Gifted
Rank 3 = Expert

Maneuvers 
and Spells

Slots
Half-shade = prepared; full shade = expended

1/2

Key 
Bonds

Level of Bond

TOTAL XP UNSPENT XP

Sample applications:
Shift, make connections, innovate, 
break away from expectations, incite, 
inspire, invent, experiment, explore

Sample applications:
Assess, inquire, be safe, be calm, 
reason, enlighten, soothe, refine, 
attune

Sample applications:
Recall, memorize, charge, endure, 
intimidate, enforce, rush, withstand, 
give all



Skill Checks
• Standard
1d6 roll under TN (Targert Number) = Approach +  
Skill Rank + Difficulty Modifier to directly perform a non-
trivial, unopposed task

o If roll is under TN, success with no consequence
o If roll is equal to TN, choose: success with 

consequence, OR failure with opportunity
o If roll is over TN, failure

Accumulate 3 stress to “upgrade” the result

• Assistive skill checks
1d6 roll under TN = Approach + Skill Rank + Difficulty 
Modifiee to give advantage to another character’s 
standard skill roll. Bonds add to TN.

• Contested skill checks
1d6 roll and ADD Approach + Skill Rank. Highest result 
wins. If tie, character with higher composure wins. If still 
tie, nobody wins.

Conflict
Initiative: 1d6 plus Careful plus Concerted

Player characters may choose one action from the list 
below to perform during their turn. In addition, they may 
move anywhere within the room or area.

• Use skill
o A skill may be used to create an opportunity, to assess 

the situation, to fight, to assist, or for other purposes. 
This is either a standard skill check, an assistive skill 
check, or an opposed skill check.

• Use spell or maneuver
o The player character focuses on a spell or maneuver. 

It takes effect as soon as all characters with the same 
initiative score for that turn have performed their 
action. The spell or maneuver will fizzle if the player 
character is attacked any time before then.

• Defend/Parry
o The player character skips this turn. If so, any creature 

that attacks them before the start of their next turn 
gains disadvantage.

Skills
• Knowledge Skills:  
   Academic, Folklore, Perception, Tactics

Creative approach: Theorize, shift, make logical 
connections 
Careful approach: Assess, inquire, analyze
Concerted approach: Recall, memorize, restore

• Physical Skills:  
   Acrobatics, Physique, Stealth, Weaponry

Creative approach: Bedazzle, innovate, break away 
from expectations 
Careful approach: Be safe, be calm, follow best 
guidelines
Concerted approach: Charge, endure, overwhelm

• Social Skills:  
   Courtier, Guile, Insight, Presence

Creative approach: Charm, incite, inspire
Careful approach: Reason, enlighten, guide
Concerted approach: Intimidate, enforce, become 
invasive

• Trade Skills:  
   Animal Handling, Artistry, Survival, Tinker

Creative approach: Invent, adapt, experiment
Careful approach: Soothe, refine, survey
Concerted approach: Rush, withstand, perform in a 
brute force

• Magical Skills:  
   Arcana, Commune

Creative approach: Explore, expand, create 
Careful approach: Sense, attune, investigate
Concerted approach: Assail, subsist, give all
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